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Battle master dnd

Source: Handbook players fight superiority when you choose this archetype in Level 3, you learn the maneuver is fueled by a special dice called dice supremacy. Maneuver. you learn three maneuvers of your choice . Many maneuvers increase the attack in some way. You can use only one maneuver per attack. You learn two additional maneuvers of your
choice in levels 7, 10, and 15. Every time you learn new maneuvers, you can replace one maneuver you know with another maneuver. Dice superiority. you have the top four d8 d8 . An advantage is spent when you use it, you'll again have all your spent dice when you finish a short or long break. You gain another advantage in level 7 and another in level 15.
Save the launcher. Some of your maneuvers require your goal to throw savings to withstand the effects of the maneuver. Saving DC Launcher is calculated as follows: DC Save Maneuver = 8 + Bonus Your Takar + Your Power or Dexterite Modifier (Your Choice) Student War in Level 3, you gain takar with a kind of industrialist tool of your choice. Know your
enemy starting at Level 7, if you spend at least 1 minute observing or interacting with another creature outside of the fight, you can learn certain information about its abilities compared to yours. DM tells you if your equal, superior, or ter inventory is in conjunction with the following two features of your choice: the whole class level, if any fighter class level, if
any combat superiority improves at the 10th level, your dice of excellence turns into d10s. At level 18 they are converted to d12s. Relentless starting at the 15th level, when you roll out the initiative and have no remaining dice of excellence, you will die again 1 superiority. When you take Dexterity (stealth) checks or roll initiatives, you can spend a die
superiority and add death to the roll, provided you are not powerless. Bait and switch when you turn within 5 feet of an existing one, you can die a superiority and switch places with that mere creature, provided you spend at least 5 feet moving and the creature is willing and not powerless. This movement does not provoke opportunity attacks. Superiority rolls
die. Until the start of your next turn, you or other inventory (your choice) will gain bonuses to AC equal to the rolling number. Brace when an existing one you can move to reach you with the melee weapon you use, you can use your reaction to spend a die superiority and launch an attack against the creature, using that weapon. If the attack collides, add
death superiority to roll damage weapon. Strike commander when you turn attack action, you can forget one of your attacks and use bonus action to steer one of your entourage to strike. When you do, choose a friendly creature that can see or hear And spend an advantage on dying, that creature can immediately use its reaction to carry out a weapon attack,
and adding excellence to the attack's injury roll dies. The presence of commands when you make charisma (intimidation), charisma (performance), or charisma (persuasion) checks, you can spend a dies superiority and add superiority to the ability to examine. Disarm the attack when you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can spend a die
superiority trying to disarm the target, forcing it to drop a case of your choice that kept it. You add die superiority to roll attack damage, and the target should make the power saving launcher. In the failed save, it drops the object you choose. The object lands at its feet. Wacky strikes when you hit the inventory by attacking weapons, you can spend a die
superiority to deflect inventory, giving your symsy unlock. You add die superiority to roll attack damage. Roll the next attack against the goal by the attacker other than you have an advantage if the attack is made before the start of your next turn. Elusive Footwork when you move, you can spend a die superiority, rolling death and adding rolling numbers to
your AC until you stop moving. Feinting an attack you can spend a dies superiority and use a bonus action in your turn to feint, choosing an existing one within 5 feet of you as your target. You have the advantage in rolling your next attack against the existing one before the end of your turn. If those attacks collide, add death superiority to roll attack damage.
Goading attack when you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can die a superiority to try to goad the target to attack you spend. You add die superiority to roll attack damage, and the goal should make the throw save wisdom. On a failed save, the goal has a disadvantage in all attack rolls against targets other than you end up your next turn. Strike
the buckle immediately after you hit the inventory with a melee attack to turn, you can die a superiority and then try to buckle up the target as a bonus act (see Handbook Player for Rules in The Buckle). Add death superiority to your power (athletics) check. Lung attack when you turn the melee weapon attack, you can spend a die superiority to increase your
access for that attack by 5 feet. If you hit, you add die superiority to roll attack damage. Maneuver attack when you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can spend a die superiority to maneuver one of your buddies into a more advantageous position. You add excellence to roll damage the attack die, and you choose a friendly creature who can see or
hear you. It can use your reaction to move up to half your speed without stimulating attacks opportunity from your attacking target. Threatening attack You hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can spend a die superiority trying to fear the target. You add die superiority to roll attack damage, and the goal should make the throw save wisdom. In the
failed rescue, it is afraid of you until the end of your next turn. When another creature hurts you with a melee attack, you can use your reaction and spend a die superiority to reduce damage by the number you roll in your superiority + your Dexterity modifier. Precise attack when you attack weapons roll against an existing one, you can die a superiority to add
it to the mere roll. You can use this maneuver before or after making attack rolls, but apply before any attack effects. Pushing the attack when you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can spend a die superiority trying to drive the target back. You add excellence to roll damage the attack die, and if the target is big or smaller, it should make the power
saving throw. In failed savings, you push the target up to 15 feet away from you. Playing Fast Perth as a bonus act, you can spend a dies superiority and have a range attack with a weapon that has thrown possessions. You can draw weapons as part of making this attack. If you hit, add die superiority to roll damage weapon. Rally in turn, you can use a
bonus act and spend a die superiority to strengthen the settlement of one of your companions. When you do, choose a friendly creature that can see or hear you. This existing gains temporary hit points equal to the superiority of die roll + change your charisma. Riposte when a creature you missed by a melee attack, you can use your reaction and spend a die
superiority to attack the melee weapon against the creature. If you hit, you add die superiority to roll attack damage. Sweeping attack when you hit an existing one with a melee weapon attack, you can die a superiority to try to damage the other creature with the same mere attack. Choose another creature within 5 feet of your original and accessible target. If
the original attack roll hits the second creature, it takes damage equal to the number you roll to die in your supremacy. The damage is of the same type of collision by the main attack. Tactical assessment when you check intelligence (review), intelligence (history), or wisdom (insight), you can spend a dies superiority and add superiority to examine ability.
Travel attack when you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can spend a die superiority trying to knock the target down. You add excellence to roll damage the attack die, and if the target is big or smaller, it should make the power saving throw. With a failed rescue, you're prone to the target. Those imitating archetypal battle master employ combat
techniques Over the low generations. For a battle professor, combat is an academic discipline, sometimes involving topics beyond battle such as weapons and design and designing lines. Each fighter absorbs lessons o f history, theory, and artist who is reflected in the archetype of the master battle, but those who do fighters are well rounded of great skill and
knowledge. Fighting excellence when you choose this archetype in Level 3, you learn the maneuver is fueled by a special dice called dice superiority. Maneuver. You learn to maneuver three o f maneuvers of your choice, which are under the maneuver underneath the joint. Many maneuvers increase the attack in some way. You can use only one maneuver
per attack. You learn to maneuver two extra o f your choices in levels 7, 10, and 15. Every time you learn new maneuvers, you can replace one maneuver you know with another maneuver. Dice superiority. you have the top four d8 d8 . An advantage is spent when you use it you re-take all your spent o f dice when you finish a short or long break. You gain
another advantage in level 7 and another in level 15. Save the launcher. Some of your maneuvers require your goal to throw savings to withstand the effects of the maneuver. Saving DC Launcher is calculated as follows: DC Save Maneuver = 8 + Reward your thation + power or power modifier (your choice) Student War in Level 3, you gain takar with a kind
of industrialist tool o f your choice. Know your enemy starting at Level 7, if you spend at least 1 minute observing or interacting with another creature outside of the fight, you can learn certain information about its abilities compared to yours. DM tells you if your existing equal, superior, or more in conjunction with two of the following features of your choice: •
Power score • Power score • Constitutional score • Class armor • Current impact points • Total class level (if any) • Fighter class level (if any) improve combat superiority at 10th level, dice convert your superiority into d10s. At level 18 they are converted to d12s. Relentless starting at the 15th level, when you roll out the initiative and have no remaining dice of
excellence, you will die again 1 superiority. Maneuvers are presented in alphabetical order. strike commander . When you turn attack action, you can forget one of your attacks and use a bonus action to steer one of your companions to strike. When you do that, choose a friendly creature that can see or hear you and spend an advantage on death. The
creature can immediately use its reaction to carry out a weapon attack, adding superiority to the attack's injury roll dies. disarm . When you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can die a superiority to try to disarm the mere target, forcing it to drop a case of your own whos keeping it . You add die superiority to roll attack damage, and the target should
make the power saving launcher. In the failed save, it drops the object you choose. The object lands at its feet. wacky strike . When you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can spend a die superiority to divert inventory, giving your team-up open. You add die superiority to roll attack damage. Roll the next attack against the goal by the attacker other
than you have an advantage if the attack is made before the start of your next turn. Elusive footnote. When you move, you can spend a die superiority, rolling death and adding rolling numbers to your AC until you stop moving. flinger . You can spend a dies superiority and use a bonus act in your turn to feint, choosing an existing one within 5 feet of you as
your target. You have an advantage in rolling your next attack against the existing one. If those attacks collide, add death superiority to roll attack damage. gooding attack . When you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can die a superiority to try to pit the target to attack you spending. You add die superiority to roll attack damage, and the goal
should make the throw save wisdom. On a failed save, the goal has a disadvantage in all attack rolls against targets other than you end up your next turn. lung attack . When you turn on a melee weapon attack, you can spend a dies superiority to increase your access for that attack by 5 feet. If you hit, you add die superiority to roll attack damage. maneuver .
When you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can spend a die superiority to maneuver an o f your comrades into a more advantageous position. You add excellence to roll damage the attack die, and you choose a friendly creature who can see or hear you. This creature can use your reaction to move up to half your speed without provoking attacks
the opportunity of your target o f attack. A marred attack. When you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can die a superiority to try to fear the mere target. You add die superiority to roll attack damage, and the goal should make the throw save wisdom. In the failed rescue, it is afraid of you until the end of your next turn. Fairy. When another creature
harms you with a melee attack, you can use your reaction and spend a die superiority to reduce damage by the number you roll in your superiority + your Dexterity modifier. precision attack . When you have a weapon attack roll against an existing one, you can die a superiority to add it to the mere roll. You can use this maneuver before or after making attack
rolls, but apply before any attack effects. pushing the attack . When you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can spend Superiority dies to try to drive the target backwards. You add excellence to roll damage the attack die, and if the target is big or smaller, it should make the power saving throw. In failed savings, you push the target up to 15 feet
away from you. Rally. In turn, you can use a bonus action and spend a die superiority to strengthen the settlement of o f one of your companions. When you do, select a w ho friendly creature that can see or hear you. This existing gains temporary hit points equal to the superiority of die roll + change your charisma. riposte . Once an creature has missed you
with a melee attack, you can use your reaction and spend a die superiority to attack the melee weapon against the creature. If you hit, you add die superiority to roll attack damage. massive attack . When you hit an creature with a melee weapon attack, you can spend a dies superiority trying to damage another creature with the same attack. Choose another
creature within 5 feet of your original and accessible target. If the original attack roll hits the second creature, it takes damage equal to the number you roll to die in your supremacy. The damage is of the same type of collision by the main attack. travel attack . When you hit an existing one with a weapon attack, you can spend a die superiority trying to knock
the target down. You add excellence to roll damage the attack die, and if the target is big or smaller, it should make the power saving throw. With a failed rescue, you're prone to the target. Merovia rappt0r rappt0r 2014-09-06T23:17:46Z 2018-03-19T16:35:14Z 2018-03-19T16:35:14Z
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